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Abstract 
This paper is concerned with the changing pattern of activity on the urban waterfront. It examines the strong increase 
in demand for maritime tourism in Corinth (Greece) and discusses a problem of strategic planning for increasing the 
supply of port facilities in connection with the main routes already in use and the existence of centers of interest in 
the area. This study was conducted to demonstrate a scenario in which the strategic position of the port of Corinth can 
play an important role by joining the system of large marinas in the region of Attica and the Peloponnese, and also 
represent an opportunity to revitalize the port-city interface. Based on observations on its position as gateway to an 
area rich in natural attractions and historical permanencies and drawing upon data related to maritime tourism 
demand data, the need to remove or relocate the commercial port as a major environmental detractor and inaccessible 
area, is described and analyzed. A strategy to identify and understand the feasibility of transforming the existing 
commercial port in a marina and to formulate policies for the redevelopment of the urban coastal zone is discussed. 
Conclusions are drawn that the new infrastructure may rehabilitate the port-city relationship and constitute not only a 
technical harbor but an important center of social, commercial and recreational activities.  
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and peer-review under responsibility of TRA 2012 
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1. Introduction 
Urban waterfront development and requalification has become, since the 70’s in North America and 
the 80’s in Europe, a programmatic and planning issue of primary importance. Numerous important 
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renovation projects have been promoted internationally (Craig-Smith and Fagence, 1995). An extensive 
literature has emerged (for instance Hoyle and Pinder, 1981, Hoyle et al. 1988, Malone, 1996, Breen and 
Rigby, 1994, Breen and Rigby, 1996) and numerous international, conferences, seminars and lectures has 
debated such questions from an economic, geographical or spatial planning perspective (McCarthy, 
2004). In Greece, until to 2001 according to (Gospodini, 2001), only four Greek cities (Patras, 
Alexandroupolis, Kavala and Volos) have launched research programs and design competitions to 
reevaluate derelict areas and old port infrastructures (Infussi, 1997). Moreover the renewal of 
Thessaloniki’s central harbor pier in 1997 was the only redevelopment scheme implemented. Gospodini 
(2001) also noticed how this limited experience both in the ability to propose and implement 
redevelopment schemes is exacerbated by the lack of coordination between local and port authorities, by 
a tendency to use mono-thematic use of space in contrast to the findings of literature and international 
experience that promote a combination of residential, commercial, retail, recreational, tourist service 
activities (McCarthy, 1995, Marshall, 2001, Burayidi, 2001). It should be noted instead that the great 
opportunity of the Olympics in 2004 has contributed to the implementation of two urban waterfront 
development schemes: waterfront redevelopment of Faliron Bay and waterfront redevelopment in Agios 
Kosmas. These two projects are of particular interest because they are the result of two brown field sites 
redevelopment and are part of a small group of four Olympic projects (out of 60) that have involved 
derelict industrial areas (Beriatos and Gospodini, 2004). What is interesting to note for the purposes of 
this study is the change of perspective with which these two requalification schemes have been addressed. 
Especially the Waterfront redevelopment of Faliron Bay was developed with a view to turning a 
dismissed port area into a recreational and cultural frontier of the city able to interpret and enhance its 
historical vocation. The proof of this is also in the design for the Stavros Niarchos Foundation Cultural 
Center by architect Renzo Piano that will be built on a plot of land that had served as a parking lot the 
Olympic Games, and aims to recreate the visual and physical connection with water, now lost. This paper 
examines the case of waterfront development at historic port city of Corinth (Greece) with a specific 
focus on the possibility to transform the old commercial port not only into a marina but also in a vibrant 
city gateway based on integration with the surrounding urban structure and agreed upon with the 
Municipality of Corinth. 
2. Foundational basis of the project proposal 
2.1. The involvement of local institutions  
With the signing of the agreement between Corinth Municipality and Department of Environment, 
Infrastructures and Territory (DART) at University of Chieti-Pescara, faculty of Architecture, a 
significant partnership has started. The actors of this agreement are the Council of a city of great 
historical importance endowed with significant resources to be exploited including a large amount of 
archaeological finds and environmental quality detectable especially in the relationship between the sea 
and inner areas. Over the past two years, various contacts and discussions with local government 
converged in a shared strategic vision of territory government. Corinth Municipality asked our group to 
develop a system of project proposals capable to express a vision for the future of this city and its territory 
by following the criteria of innovation and sustainability. To meet these requests a series of integrated 
proposals were developed to envisage - and make understandable to everyone - possible spatial solutions 
to various issues of urban redevelopment. An equally important task was to expose the proposed solutions 
to Corinth community, to local institutions and scientific research associations of technicians and 
businessmen. Right from the start the need to experiment spatial solutions on what seemed the most 
evident criticalities were recognized: the West waterfront and the areas around the commercial port 
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already involved the administrative action and the attention of traders. The on-going proposals such as the 
interventions of the City Council on the coast and those of private companies to improve the provision of 
accommodation and recreation areas were analyzed. However it became immediately clear that these 
detailed proposals represented partial aspects of a general issue that interested the whole waterfront, 
including the port, and the way in which the city had begun to seek solutions to the new demand for 
maritime tourist areas. 
2.2. The rising demand of Maritime Tourism 
Maritime Tourism (see Michael and Hall, 2001, Orams, 1999) in Greece began developing during the 
1960s and in recent years it has rapidly evolved due to its system of over 6000 islands, 15021 sq km of 
coastline and a tourist period lasting seven months (April–October) (Diakomihalis, 2007). 
Figure 1 Map of Greece and location of marinas (Source: Papadimitriou, 2009) 
Greek ports often are the main or the complementary destination of many cruise programs in the 
Mediterranean. Also yachting, popular with both Greek and foreign tourists, plays a major role.  
A report of European Sea Ports Organization data (Notteboom and Winkelmans, 2004) ranks Greece 
as the country with most active ports between the members-states of the EU allocating 205 active ports 
out of total of 1.116 in Europe. According to the Greek National Tourism Organization (GNTO) and 
(Papadimitriou, 2009) the total capacity of mooring posts in Greece, as of 2008 reached 8,493 spread over 
24 marinas. 73 new shelters are currently under construction, totaling 9,254 berths, 37 of which are 
already approved to be subsidized by European Union funds (Greek Ministry of Development). But 
Diakomihalis (2007) observes that the existing network of marinas and shelters of tourist vessels needs 
further development and improvement. Moreover out of the 24 marinas only eight are awarded with the 
Blue Flag (see Kalemdaroglu et al.2004 for a definition) revealing many opportunities for improvement 
on the offered services (Papadimitriou, 2009). 
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2.3. Historical evolution of the port-city interface 
The portion of the city overlooking the gulf and comprised between the Isthmus and the old port of 
Lechaion represents the ancestral city's relationship with the sea. Looking throughout its history this 
indissoluble relationship was even more prominent. Corinth maintained four harbors: Schoenus and 
Poseidonia that were docking facilities that served either end of the Diolkos, a paved road built across the 
6-km width of the Isthmus (Sanders, 2005); Lechaion on the Corinthian Gulf located ca. 3 km to the north 
of its forum and Kenchreai on the Saronic Gulf, ca. 10 km to the southeast of the forum. Always 
according to Sanders (2005) Corinth was a perfect place for the dissemination of goods and ideas - a 
multilingual, polytheistic, cosmopolitan community visited by travelers, merchants, and seamen from all 
over the Mediterranean. Well-watered, overlooked by an imposing acropolis, flanked by a large fertile 
plain to the north and northwest, and located between two seas, Corinth commanded the principal nodal 
point in the land and sea communications of southern Greece. According to (Sanders, 2005) the urban 
grid of the Roman city of Corinth is largely the product of the Caesarian colony, and in addition after the 
intervention of Corpus Agrimensorum Romanorum (for a translation of the Corpus Agrimensorum 
Romanorum and commentary, see (Campbell and for the Promotion of Roman Studies, 2000) there are 
two chronologically distinct, and geographically overlapping, rural systems of centuriation (Roman 
agricultural division of land- limitatio or centuriation) (Romano, 2006). The contemporary city was 
reborn at the heart of this system after the disastrous earthquake of 1858 that, after more than three 
millennia, determined the permanent abandonment of the city founded by Sisyphus (1520 BC). The 
earthquake unfortunately was neither the last nor the most disastrous; in 1928 an even more strong one 
shocked the city, razing it again to the ground. Destructions and reconstructions marked the whole history 
of Corinth - also because of wars, invasions, fires and other natural disasters like floods and landslides. 
But beyond the pain of having seen destroyed what was built several times, the people of Corinth has 
experienced the excitement for reconstruction and the rise to new and more rewarding life. 
Figure 2 Municipal General Plan (MGP) of 1858 (Source: historical archive of  Corinth Municipality) 
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The strong Roman structure was founded on a north-south orientation (3° west of North) system 
(Romano, 2006) and still constitutes the basis of the Municipal General Plan (MGP) of 1858, built around 
a small commercial port in a historic moment where a great future thanks to the construction of the 
Isthmus, was considered certain. This MGP was important and innovative for that time, interesting in its 
spatial hierarchies and certainly advanced in the panorama of nineteenth-century European Urbanism. It 
was a plan based on a Hippodamian vision of the relationship between port and city, but which offers 
high quality contents in the definition of public space system that, beginning from the sea, extends inland 
through avenues, squares and public buildings envisaging the future of a city much larger than 
conceivable at that time. The MGP of 1858 engraved its design on a tabula rasa, an area devastated by the 
earthquake. It connected the urban space to the sea. It is also based on an orientation marked by great 
landscape presences, such as the Acrocorinth relief and mountain overlooking Loutraki, which determine 
a scale of environmental perception that goes beyond the particularities of urban places and gives an 
absolute value to each scenario. The urban development of recent decades has led to the formation of low 
quality peripheries neither capable of dealing with the 1858 MGP, nor of overtaking the opportunities 
coming from the occurred territorial changes. Corinth discovered the relationship with the sea associated 
to leisure and entertainment only in recent years and has begun to build a Riviera on the west side of its 
coastline. This slow transformation occurred without establishing an urban design framework aware of 
the substantial changes occurring in the port-city interface and capable of reorganizing the peripheral 
urbanization through an adequate network of neighborhood facilities. 
3.  Project proposal 
A proposal for a new waterfront capable to quickly become one of the strongest emblems of the city 
and one of the most attractive for tourism is desirable.  
Figure 3 The relationship of the port with the territorial structure (Source: DART) 
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The decisive factor will be the transformation of port areas which today represent an isolated territory, 
a real interruption of the port-city interface. Moreover, according to data released by DG for Maritime 
Affairs and Fisheries of European Commission (2009), the commercial port is not only an environmental 
detractor in terms of air pollution (NOx: 6.58 ton, SO2: 0.22 ton CO2: 352.29 ton, PM: 0.37 ton) but also 
causes a continuous crossing of trucks that worsen the emissive framework and depresses the chances of 
economic development a large part of the surrounding city. Indeed, the opening of the Isthmus in 1893 
lead to a strong impetus for the development of the small port of Corinth and business traffics had been 
slowly developing in the following decades with a sharp increase after the Second World War. But the 
competition with the important port of Patras has never allowed that quality leap in the traffic volume to 
justify substantial improvements of port facilities already provided in the general plan of 1858. The 
advantage of the proximity to the industrial area of Athens has been gradually weakening over the last 
decades, especially in relation to the substantial improvement of the highway linking Patras to Athens. 
The National Infrastructure Improvement Program for the 2004 Olympic Games also entailed the 
construction of the new Underground Railway line Athens-Corinth-Patras and the start of construction of 
the new highway on the same path (the route Athens-Corinth is already in operation). The effect was the 
freezing of maritime transport, limited to a few number of berths and ships limited in size. With the 
opening of new highway, that will further shorten the journey time of approximately 130 km. and 
separate Patras from Corinth, a final collapse of this port will probably occur. On the other hand, ports 
development in the Mediterranean is associated with the possibility of docking large ships, local 
availability of logistic platforms and well-articulated connections with large infrastructures. It has become 
evident that the potential of the port of Corinth in this situation was negligible. Moreover, being an urban 
port, born as the true center of the city and symbolic hinge between the city and the Gulf, not only its 
chances of commercial development are objectively limited, but it clearly appears an unnecessary 
encumbrance compared to the new expectations of the territory.  
Figure 4 Master plan of the New Corinth Marina (Source: DART). 
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However, even with all the limitations imposed by this situation, a growing demand for maritime 
tourism was observed and many well-know ports in recent years converted to these activities (for instance 
Barcelona Genoa, Marseilles, Bilbao, etc...) but Corinth has other advantages: its barycentric position 
with respect to the Isthmus which has become particularly attractive for tourism industry; the possibility 
to become part of the Greek marinas network thanks to its proximity to the group of already saturated 
marinas located in the Piraeus port and the numerous archaeological; the ideal location to access an area 
rich in historical and natural attractions, its proximity to Athens which by itself expresses a huge potential 
touristic demand, ranked at class 4 of a scale from 1 to 5 as regards tourist bed density (see (Policy 
Research Corporation and EU DG MARE, 2009). 
Figure 5 Master plan of the New Corinth Marina (Source: DART) 
     
Figure 6 (a) Port of Corinth - current situation; (b) Port of Corinth – proposed redevelopment 
At the beginning of the main urban boulevard a hotel may arise: a strong architectural presence, a new 
emerging sign in the urban landscape of the Gulf. To the East, in correspondence of the small leisure port, 
the new maritime station equipped for medium and large cruise ships could be built. To the west the main 
pier could be the support of a new beach which could be extended to the lighthouse and the outside spur 
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of the pier. More specifically the design proposal provides 68270 m2 of commercial spaces, 84600 m2 of 
public spaces (pedestrian and bike paths), 13225 m2 of green areas, 22150 m2 of new shore areas out of a 
total territorial area of 236700 m2. A total of 620 moorings will be served by 1525 parking slots.  
Port Works Cost Quantities Total 
Construction Of External Breakwater     
West Pier 1200 €/m2 980 €      1.176.000 
Marina  1200 €/m2 1540 €      1.848.000 
Construction Of Internal Piers (Concrete)     
West Pier 2000 €/m2 6500 €    13.000.000 
Marina  2000 €/m2 16900 €    33.800.000 
Construction Of Shores Docks 1550 €/m2 8500 €    13.175.000 
Floating Wharfs 2800 €/m 804 €      2.251.200 
Dredging     
West Coast 100 €/mc 280000 €    28.000.000 
East Coast 100 €/mc 136000 €    13.600.000 
Nourishment     
West Coast 150 €/mc 280000 €    42.000.000 
East Coast 150 €/mc 136000 €    20.400.000 
Port Framework     
Wiring And Special Wiring 120 €/m2 35.920 €      4.310.400 
External Water Supply 80 €/m 35.920 €      2.873.600 
Fire Prevention 40 €/m2 35.920 €      1.436.800 
External Sewerage 160 €/m 35.920 €      5.747.200 
Infrastructures     
Construction of Flyover Ramp 950 €/m2 13.600 €    12.920.000 
Infrastructure Works (Green, Bicycle Routes, Roads, Car Parks) 120 €/m2 100.000 €    12.000.000 
Civil Buildings     
Construction of Tourist Facilities 500 €/m3 28.000 €    14.000.000 
    €   222.538.200 
Table 1 Estimated cost assessment of new Corinth Marina 
As indicated in Figure 6 construction phases were examined as well. The phase I will comprise the 
renovation of the west pier with an increase in size of 6500 m2 and the realization of sea defense works. 
The phase II will involve the renovation of the small marina with an increase in size of 16900 m2. The 
phase III will consist in the realization of inner berths (8500 m2), the 650 m transverse berth equipped 
with 106 parking slots and sea defense works for the east shore. The phase IV will consist in the beach 
nourishment and completion of east and west shores. Moreover the internal and service mobility system 
connected to the external road network will be built. The phase V will include the realization of overhead 
walking paths, commercial activities at the lower level; touristic and leisure facilities; three-storey park 
site (350 parking slots); water and sewer network; public park sites. The Last phase (VI) will involve the 
realization of buildings for touristic and leisure activities; eight-storey hotel, an underground two-storey 
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park site (300 parking slots), 500 public parking slots; street furniture. Costs involved in the construction 
of the new marina of Corinth were also evaluated and are synthesized in Table 1. 
4. Conclusions 
As the project shows, new constructions would be easy to be build and would also raise the real estate 
value of the properties on the sea and in the city center by a value of 20% at design development phase, 
by 50% before the completion of the project and 80% after the completion of the entire waterfront. 
According to a definition given by (Policy Research Corporation and EU DG MARE, 2009) the port of 
Corinth can be considered a High Potential Destination capable to become a Cruise Tourism Hub because 
of its high tourist attractiveness, high accessibility and low port facilities. The model on which we wanted 
to work in the development of this project aims to illustrate the realistic possibility of transforming the 
existing commercial port in a city gateway: not only a technical harbor but also a great center of social 
activity, entertainment and shopping, characterized by a easy accessibility and abundance of walking 
paths and public places.  
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